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The Wilderness Squabble Peters Out?

The Wilderness Debate Rages On: Continuing the Great New Wilderness Debate
(Georgia University Press, 2008) is a 2�-pound, 723-page anthology of views,

opinions, polemics, and exhortations with some philosophical arguments to round

out the collection. The title is, perhaps, more hopeful than descriptive. While it is

clear that various authors are talking about wilderness, it’s less evident that they are

talking to—versus at or past—one another. A debate needs a conceptual and

linguistic common-ground. The wilderness debate, through no fault of the editors,

comes across as akin to evolution-creation ‘‘debates’’—events that remind me of a

contest in which one person is playing chess (and declares ‘‘checkmate!’’) while the

other is playing cards (and announces, ‘‘gin!’’).

So if it’s not a debate, is there anything new since the last anthology appeared in

1998? In short, genuinely novel insights are few and far between. There are plenty

of variations on the traditional themes, but the most important insight to emerge

from this compendium is that the debate might be mercifully petering out. A kind of

pluralistic perspectivism that avoids the pitfalls of absolutist and relativist positions

is developing. Perhaps John Dewey was right when he maintained that:

But in fact intellectual progress usually occurs through sheer abandonment of

questions together with both the alternatives they assume—an abandonment

that results from their decreasing vitality and a change of urgent interest. We

do not solve them; we get over them.

To see how a reader might arrive at such a conclusion, it makes sense to consider

the particular elements, emergent themes, and conceptual trajectory of the

book. The editors provide little in the way of synthesis or analysis, but one would
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be hard-pressed to dramatically improve on Nelson and Callicott’s selections. It

would surely be possible to assemble a different set of writings, but whether they

would constitute a better (more representative, influential, or compelling) collection

seems doubtful. The 41 individual works are grouped into four parts, each of which

is intended to reveal a particular phase in our understanding of wilderness.

In Part I, ‘‘The Unreceived Wilderness Idea: The Road Not Taken,’’ Nelson and

Callicott intend to illustrate an alternative path that could have shaped conservation.

One of the best aspects of this section is the biographical, historical, and conceptual

summaries at the start of each paper. These overviews contextualize the contributions

and lay the foundation for a valuable academic resource. Unfortunately, the later

sections of the book don’t include these overviews, and the potential of the anthology

to serve as a textbook is thereby diminished.

The shortcoming of Part I is that the entries are more like roads resurfaced than not

taken. The selections reflect variations of, rather than radical departures from, the

‘‘received view’’ that wilderness is a source of: (a) human recreation and cultivation of

body and character, (b) ‘‘higher uses’’ such as aesthetic appreciation and spiritual

reflection, and (c) artistic inspiration. The entries comprise four justifications of

wilderness.

First, the majority of papers appeal to the scientific value of wilderness. The

authors implicitly or explicitly view science as being an epistemic ‘‘higher use.’’

Sumner (1920) wants lands set aside for botanical and zoological study, asking

rhetorically, ‘‘Which is the higher aim; to make room in the world for the greatest

possible number of human animals, or to make the world a more interesting and

intelligible [and beautiful] place to live in: to feed the belly or to feed the brain?’’

Likewise, Shelford (1933) maintains that preserved lands provide scientists with

interesting, natural things to investigate, a presumably higher form of inquiry than

the study of farms, pastures, buildings, or towns. Others, such as Leopold (1941) and

Spurr (1963), maintain that wilderness provides a standard for healthy land and a

target for restoration projects. Spurr goes on to propose that wilderness also has value

in posing ‘‘the greatest challenge and interest to the modern ecologist.’’ But he then

argues that wilderness is purely subjective, leaving the reader to wonder why

scientists could not find other interesting puzzles. And Moore (1925) contends that

the National Parks should be preserved for both the intrinsic and instrumental value

of scientific knowledge: ‘‘These studies are fascinating in themselves, but besides

this they are capable of adding to the sum of scientific knowledge that forms the basis

on which rest the practical methods of cultivating crop plants and domestic animals.’’

Finally, Grinnell and Storer (1916) complete the shift to instrumental value in

justifying wilderness as providing space for wildlife ‘‘to reproduce at a maximum

rate, and the surplus thus created, spreading outwards into adjacent unprotected

areas, helps to make up for the depletion caused there by excessive hunting.’’

Second, there are those who defend wilderness in terms of psychological and

spiritual well-being, which echoes the received view expressed in Thoreau’s ‘‘tonic

of wildness.’’ Adams (1929) takes a broad-brush approach to valuing wilderness but

his bottom-line is that, ‘‘The value of wilderness must be judged ultimately by its

contribution to social welfare.’’ Wright (1935) gives both instrumental rationales
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(parks provide game for hunters) and teleological reasons (cougars being part of

‘‘nature’s plan’’) while endorsing a Thoreauvian defense of wilderness as a place,

‘‘where one who is weary of cities may still be refreshed by a taste of wilderness and

thrilled by a glimpse of the rightful masters of wilderness—the big game.’’ Decades

later, Jenkins (2008) renews the tonic-of-wildness prescription via ‘‘psychotherapy at

a distance.’’ He defines this as, ‘‘the treatment of psychic discomfort, particularly that

occasioned by the exigencies of modern life [by] focused attention on wilderness.’’

The ‘‘at a distance’’ clause means that one can benefit without direct contact, a claim

that appears to require only that we believe (even falsely) that wilderness exists—a

problem that Jenkins recognizes and unsuccessfully tries to solve.

Third, Wright, Dixon, and Thompson (1933) make the case that wilderness must

be maintained for other, non-human species—what is now termed biodiversity. This

early paper serves to illustrate the two pillars of modern conservation biology:

‘‘more is better’’ (more species, more preserves, more corridors, etc.) and ‘‘species

are good.’’ The former claim is patently true (and hence scientifically vacuous) and

the latter claim is philosophically empty (being simply asserted without ontological

or axiological argument). Although there’s been some refinement of how much

more is enough, not a whole lot has changed in the last 75 years.

Fourth, Turner (2002) updates the received argument that justifies wilderness as a

place for human recreation and the cultivation of body and character. Rather than

the woodcraft of earlier days, we now have the leave-no-trace-craft. More people

accessing wilderness has required a reinterpretation of skills and savvy in wild

settings, but this is more like resurfacing an old conceptual road than blazing a new

path. Likewise, Warren (2008) presents Leopold as integrating the same received

idea of wilderness with science: ‘‘ecological observation is one of the highest forms

of recreation, while ecological studies without an esthetic appreciation of the biota

are dull and lifeless.’’

Part II is titled ‘‘Race, Class, Culture, and Wilderness’’ and represents the editors’

efforts to exemplify the views of those who criticize the received concept of

wilderness as Eurocentric. In short, the section consists of variations on the assertion

that ‘‘indigenous is good.’’ In a manner parallel to the life scientists’ vagueness

about the ontology or axiology of wilderness, the social scientists fail to clarify what

constitutes ‘‘indigenous’’ or why this quality is valuable. This shortcoming might be

acceptable to a political movement but it makes for less-than-convincing

philosophy. The debate, such as it is, in Part II focuses on two claims: wilderness

is a place without people and wilderness is a white construct.

The first claim—that wilderness must be un-, or more worrisomely, de-

populated—is something of a strawman. DeLuca and Demo (2001) assert that,

‘‘White wilderness certainly forbids inhabitants.’’ While the Wilderness Act defines

these lands as being places ‘‘where the earth and its community of life are

untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain,’’ it is

clear that scientists have long understood that virtually all terrestrial ecosystems

have been substantially altered by indigenous people. In 1933, Shelford wrote:

‘‘Primitive man… is probably properly called a part of nature’’ (Part I of the

anthology). The false dichotomy of wilderness-with-people versus wilderness-
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without-people has generated a cottage industry for social scientists who are

offended on behalf of indigenous people.

For example, Han (2008) contends that the Chinese value ‘‘nature that has been

aesthetically and morally enhanced by cultural refinement’’ (what constitutes such

enhancements is frustratingly unclear). While he objects to UNESCO’s requirement

to reduce the human footprint on World Heritage Sites in China, nobody seems to have

been advocating a complete removal of the human presence. And if Han, who

advocates cultural relativism, finds the Western standards imperialistic, it’s not clear

why the Chinese don’t just do their own thing and simply forego UNESCO’s approval.

Sarkar (1999) objects to the wilderness-without-people concept based on his claim

that in parts of Amazonia indigenous tribes live harmoniously with other species. He

notes that there is no a priori reason that conserving biodiversity requires excluding

humans, but his cherry-picked cases (low density, low technology cultures in highly

productive habitats) provide little a posteriori support. There is far more evidence

that humans—including indigenous people—have reduced biodiversity relative to

pre-settlement conditions.

While Laitala (2001) provides a moving story, fictionalized testimonials are

powerful ways of swaying the public but are unconvincing to those seeking rational

arguments. This piece of literature sheds light not only on the plight of indigenous

people but also illuminates the incoherent nature of a wilderness debate that

muddles political persuasion and rational argument.

The second claim—that wilderness is a white construct—runs aground on the

rocks of deconstructionist theory and empirical evidence. Diegues (1998) contends

that wilderness is an invention of Europeans that diminishes indigenous people, but

he fails to explain why Europeans and indigenous people are not also constructs. To

his credit, he finishes the essay with a warning about the essentialist view of the

‘‘ecologically noble savage.’’ Johnson and Bowker (2004) would have been well

advised about the hazards of essentialism when they claimed that, ‘‘The white,

middle-American view of wildlands and wilderness constructs these areas as benign

places—spiritual, sanctified refuges distinct from the profanity of human modifi-

cation.’’ While the white view is evidently monolithic, the black perception of

wilderness is complex—negative with respect to slavery, work camps and lynchings

but positive in terms of providing food and places to escape. That ‘‘wilderness is not

a natural fact, but a political achievement’’ could also be said of civil rights. Social

constructs can be ethically compelling.

Perhaps the biggest problem with the ‘‘white construct’’ claim is the evidence

that lots of non-white cultures have had rich concepts of wilderness that are often

strikingly similar to the received view. Burnett, Joulié-Küttner, and Kang’ethe

(1996) appeal to cultural relativism (whether this is descriptive or normative is

unclear, a difference that is critical but often lost in this section). However, their

work seems to show that Africa’s Bantu and Nilotic people developed wilderness

concepts not so different than those of 19th century Americans. For example, ‘‘all

Nilotes had a transcendent experience with wilderness to the extent that wilderness

was integral to and inseparable from the individual’s being.’’ Along similar lines,

Smith (2005) contends, ‘‘Conventional wisdom has it that the concept of wilderness

was invented by and for white men, but in fact wilderness also plays an important
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role in the political and literary works of black Americans.’’ Moreover, ‘‘In many

West African cultures, ‘the bush’—the region beyond the human settlement—was

an important spiritual resource, the location of religious rituals and spiritual

transformation.’’ This seems remarkably similar to the received idea of higher uses.

This is not to say that all cultures have the same understanding of wilderness, but it

does appear that the general concept, if not the particular instantiations, of

wilderness cut across human societies.

Nelson and Callicott describe Part III, ‘‘The Wilderness Idea Roundly Criticized

and Defended…Again,’’ as representing ‘‘the more mainstream Western and

academic debate over the concept of wilderness.’’ Although many of the selections

are not scholarly, they are the more readable entries. What seems to emerge is two

camps pitting philosophical pluralism against political absolutism (social science’s

relativism having been given its chance in Part II). While the latter makes for

entertaining polemics, the former holds some potential to resolve the ‘‘debate’’ via

Dewey’s ‘‘abandonment of questions together with both the alternatives they

assume.’’

With regard to philosophical frameworks, Belsky (2000, 2008) recognizes that

the muddling of ontology, axiology, politics, and culture has been a fruitless

venture. He notes that ‘‘each position taps a partial reality’’ insofar as wilderness is a

subjective apprehension of an objective physical existence. O’Neill (2002) makes a

complementary case. He rejects strong constructionism and argues, ‘‘That our

capacity to appreciate and respond to the non-human world in a certain way is a

cultural achievement, the outcome of social and cultural processes, does not entail

that the object of our attitudes is a cultural object.’’ As such, the philosophical

search for universals (ontological and axiological) might be informed by the

particular instances of wilderness.

With some reluctance, I’d put Klaver’s (2008) and Maskit’s (1998, 2008) essays

under pluralism, if not philosophy. Klaver’s concern is that ‘‘wilderness’’ reifies the

wild and takes it outside of our everyday experience. I gather that the wild can take lots

of forms (pluralism), but as for philosophy, I’m not sure what to make of statements

such as, ‘‘The unframed is the place where our thoughts and our desires can roam

freely, joining that which is already unfathomable: nobody knows where a mountain

begins or where the sky ends.’’ Maskit relies on the obscurantist notions of smooth and

striated space. It seems that smooth allows movement in multiple directions without

impediment, and striated space limits movement to particular paths. Wilderness is

evidently smooth, although canyons seem to constrain movement and the Guggen-

heim museum certainly allows movement in lots of directions. Maybe smooth and

striated are perspectival and depend on the organism and its interests.

And finally, Ouderkirk (2003) makes a confusing case for an eco-feminist view

that involves nature being comprised of differences and connections—a position that

seems safe in being ecologically gratuitous. His arguments that Christian dualism is

to blame for environmental destruction is empirically mistaken, and his further claim

that evolution cannot give rise to fundamentally different beings is empirically false

and theoretically implausible. He does end up with a kind of ontological pluralism,

although it’s a convoluted journey.
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In terms of political schema, Snyder (2000) offers a wonderfully engaging, if not

rigorously argued, polemic concerning the incoherence of postmodernism and the

futility of beating the dead horses of wilderness. To wit, nobody’s argued for the

ecological constancy, pristine nature, or objective reality of wilderness in decades.

Snyder’s real concern seems to be that philosophical questions about the ontology or

value of wilderness undermine the sociopolitical movement. Likewise, Foreman’s

(2000) diatribe regarding why we ought to value wilderness comes down to: ‘‘One,

they [conservationists] like a particular wilderness; two, they see a need to protect it

from development and exploitation.’’ Case closed, he moves on to an implausible

defense of rewilding.

While Snyder and Foreman have a ‘‘wilderness is good, period’’ approach,

Callicott (2000, 2008) endorses Michael Soulé’s assertion: ‘‘‘Diversity of organisms

is good.’ Period.’’ Incongruously, Callicott calls previous views of wilderness

‘‘unphilosophic.’’ He contends that the purpose of these lands should be the

preservation of biodiversity—a concept that he neither defines (it appears to refer to

species, although ecologists also use this to encompass genetics and ecological

functions) nor defends with respect to moral value. As such, Callicott’s notion

seems largely indistinguishable from the concept of wildlife preserves in the 1930s.

Crist (2004) worries that social constructivism would doom wilderness—an odd

claim given that we care about social constructs such as art, baseball and education.

She goes on to assert that ecologists are realists about ecosystems (I cannot think of

any who are) and to put her faith in the veracity of scientific claims that are either

trivially true (e.g., minimal population thresholds) or overgeneralized (e.g., predators

are keystone species).

The highlights of this section are the attempts at synthesis of philosophy and

politics. In the mold of American pragmatism, Orr (1999) objects to the ideological

hair-splitting in academia and activism. He asks, ‘‘[S]ince all participants profess

support for the place called Wilderness, as distinct from the idea of it, we are

entitled to ask: what is the point of the great wilderness debate?’’ McCloskey (1996–

1997) maintains that rather than seeking a single justification of wilderness, it makes

more sense—philosophically and politically—to take seriously many (but not just

any) reasons for valuing these lands. He contends that antagonisms between

activists and scientists are mutually defeating. Or in pragmatic terms, much of the

wilderness debate seems like an argument about how many species of angels can

dance on a pinhead-sized ecosystem.

In Part IV, ‘‘Thinking Through the Wilderness Idea,’’ Nelson and Callicott

assemble a set of perspectives that represent ways to ‘‘rethink, remedy, rehabilitate

or move beyond the received wilderness idea.’’ The theme seems to be that we

cannot just worry about the lands that fall under the Wilderness Act, but we must

expand our concept of wilderness and extend the values epitomized by these lands

to preserve other places as well. As such, this section draws out and refines the

pluralism that emerged in Part III.

Robinson (1998) and Peterson (1995) advocate the conceptual expansion of

wilderness to include humans. From a position of enlightened self-interest,

Robinson contends that civilization depends not on escaping to wilderness but on
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saving the human environment. Peterson uses the decline of Isle Royale’s wolves to

contend that wilderness requires management, without which the cultural value of

these lands may well disappear. An unmanaged wilderness might be more pristine,

but it is doomed if it fails to inspire the public.

Another approach to widening the concept of wilderness is to pluralize with

respect to time. Cronon (2003) uses the Apostle Islands as a basis for contending

that we should broaden our understanding of wilderness to include the processes

that take land from a human-altered past into a nature-dominated future. As such,

‘‘historical wilderness’’ would not artificially accelerate the disappearance of our

presence but reflect a natural transformation. In terms of time-and-wilderness,

Callicott (2003) makes the case that ecology has shifted dramatically from an earlier

concept of static balance to one of dynamic flux. Hence, wilderness must change

both physically and conceptually. The traditional paradigms of preservationism,

resourcism, and harmonization seem capable of adapting to the modern scientific

view. However, Callicott ends up setting aside these earlier frameworks and

advocating that managing biodiversity (e.g., via disturbance regimes) is the highest

use of wilderness, without explaining why this should trump other values. Nor does

he seem to appreciate that most species are undiscovered, and of those that have

been described, we know the ecological requirements of precious few.

Other entries variously contend that we ought to pluralize our perceptions of

lands that are worth preserving to include, but not end with, wilderness. Berry

(2001) contends that, ‘‘You cannot save wilderness preserves, refuges, and parks if

at the same time you let the economic landscapes and the land-using economies go

to the devil.’’ And Sanders (2001) adds the religious concept of the Sabbath to the

ways of justifying wilderness.

Jax and Rozzi (2004) maintain that multiple approaches to wilderness are

necessary because of local contingencies. In ethical terms ‘‘ought implies can,’’ so it

makes no sense to say that a country ought to pursue wilderness that is free of

humans if such is culturally, politically, or economically impossible. Using

examples from the United States, Germany, and Chile, these authors maintain that

wilderness is a continuous, rather than discrete, quality and its protection can not be

held hostage to unworkable, abstract ideals.

Finally, two papers serve to keep the tendency towards pluralization from

degenerating into relativism. In a philosophically compelling paper, Vucetich and

Nelson (2008) contend that, ‘‘Instances of wilderness experience are culturally and

individually relativistic, but the concept [of a wilderness experience] itself is not.’’

They argue that wilderness-as-concept is universal, but actualizing this concept

varies with culture. Moore (2002) concludes this section by using the stages of grief

to describe her response to the deforestation of Cape Perpetua. She warns against

allowing the final stage (acceptance) to functionally and relativistically re-normalize

our perceptions of the world.

In summary, if my reading of the political and philosophical trajectory presented

by Nelson and Callicott is correct, the next edition of The Wilderness Debate Rages
On might be titled, The Wilderness Squabble Peters Out. Although none of the

authors or the editors make this suggestion, I’m led to the possibility that the lands
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that people value for their naturalness constitute a Wittgensteinian family

resemblance, such that the search for necessary and sufficient conditions of

wilderness is a fool’s errand. At least it seems evident that a myopic focus on just

one kind of these lands is neither intellectually nor politically fruitful.

Advocates often frame the expansion or inclusion of lands that fail to meet the

(usually implicit) criteria of wilderness as undermining genuine wilderness, thereby

fostering the classic, internecine battles among fragmented, ghettoized, liberal

causes. In an ironic sense, the worry about including atypical forms of wilderness is

reminiscent of those who oppose same-sex marriage because it erodes the value of

traditional marriage. In fact, the wilderness debate—if that’s what it is—reminds me

of a minister’s solution to the social debate over homosexuality. My friend noted

that this was a form of love between people and suggested that when the world

found itself with an excess of love, then it’d be worth arguing about the particular

forms it should take. And perhaps when there are enough areas devoted to received

wilderness, historical wilderness, outdoor recreation, biodiversity protection,

sustainable agriculture, wildlife sanctuaries, city parks, extractive preserves, and

indigenous landscapes, then we can quibble about which manifestation of nature

should be favored.
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